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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper convolution operators UQ are studied which are
defined by
1 00
UQ(f; x) = I
Q
J
oo
f(x-t)p(t)at (x E R),
where f belongs to the class UGp of all real valued functions defined on
the whole of the real axis R, of which the p-th derivative f<p) (p a non-
negative integer) exists on Rand f<p) is uniformly continuous on R.
fJ belongs to a class G (defined in section 2) the elements of which possess
a.o. the property that they are non-negative on R and have an absolute
maximum 1 at t = O. I Q is a normalizing factor such that UQ(I ; x) = 1.
e has to be not smaller than a certain number eo (see section 2).
First of all it is proved that
(1) UQ(f; x)-f(x)
tends to zero at each x E Rife ~ 00. Concerning the speed with which
this takes place use is made of the modulus of continuity wp(t5) (15 > 0)
of f<p) on R. Using a theorem of Sikkema and Van der Meer [5] an
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inequality of form
p
IUo(/ ; x) -/(x)1 -< CIIll(X, <5)Wp(<5) + ! dok(x )l! (k)(x )1
k-1
is derived in which the coefficients cop(x, <5) and dok(x) (k = 1, ... , p) are
best possible for each x E R, each <5 > 0 and each e> eo if I runs through
the class UOP (theorem 3).
Then <5 is considered a function of e and the asymptotic behaviour of
cop(x, <5(e)) is studied if e -+ 00 under an additional assumption concerning
the way in which (J(t) approaches (J(O) = 1 if t -+ 0 (theorems 4-6). If (J(t)
is even in a noighbourhood of t = 0 special results are derived (theorems
7 and 8). If {J is even on the whole of R (many known operators are of
this nature) and p = 1 (f E U01) two theorems (9 and 10) are derived about
the speed with which (1) tends to zero, using the modulus of continuity
Wl(<5) of I' on R. The Picard operators serve as a simple example in
section 7.
In case p = 0 many results about the operators Uo were published by
the author in 1977 [3] and 1978 [4]. For more literature the reader is
referred to these papers. A number of results in [4] are included in those
of the present paper.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let p be a non-negative integer.
The class UOP shall consist of all real-valued functions I(t), defined
on the whole of the real axis R, of which the p-th derivative I(p)(t) exists
and is uniformly continuous on R.
As a consequence, if IE UOP then I<P) possesses a modulus of continuity
wp(<5) = wp(f; <5) = w(fIP); <5) (<5 > 0) on R. Moreover the relation
(2) I(t) = 0ltlp+l (ItI -+ 00)
holds.
The class G shall consist of all real-valued functions (J(t), defined on
the whole of R which possess the following four properties:
1. (J(t) > 0 on R.
2. (J(O) = 1 and (J(t) is continuous in a neighbourhood of t = 0 (this neigh-
bourhood may depend on the choice of (J),
3. for all <5 > 0 is SUPIlI~" (J(t) < 1,
4. there exists a eo> 0 such that ItIP+lrO(t) E £1 (eo may depend on the
choice of (J).
Because of these properties
00
(3) 10 = J fJO(t)dt (e> eo)
-00
exists.
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On account of what has just been said the operator Uf!' given by
(4) 1 00Ue(f; x) = T: S f(x-t)P(t)dt (e;;;.eo)
e -00
is defined on UOP for each {3 E G.
It should be noticed that e need not be an integer.
3. AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM
THEOREM 1. If {3 E G and f E UOP (p a non-negative integer) then
Ue(f; x) - f(x) ~ 0 (x E R)
and uniformly on every closed bounded interval of R.
PROOF. Let x be a fixed point of R. Since f is continuous at x there
exists to each e> 0 an "Ix>0 such that
If(x-t)-f(x)1 <2-1e (ItI<"Ix).
Further, because of (2) there exist two positive constants Px and Qx
such that
If(x-t)-f(x)1 <Px+Qxl t IP+1 (t E R).
Hence by writing for o» eo
1
Ue(f; x) - f(x) = 1 { S + J }(f(x - t) - f(x))P(t)dt
11 111<;;'1", Itl~'1",
it follows that
(5) IUe(f;x)-f(x)I<2-1e+ ~ {Px J P(t)dt+Qx S jtlp+1{3e(t)dt}.
e 111~'1", Itl~'1",
Because of property 3. there exists to "Ix a number r'l", (0< r'l", < 1) such
that
sup {3(t) < 1-'1"'1",
Itl~'1",
and by property 2. there exists a number Ox> 0 such that
{3(t);;;. 1-1'1"'1", (ItI<Ox).
Consequently, from (5) it follows that
IUe(f; x)-f(x)j <2-1e
(l-r )e-I.'o oo ec
+ 20
x
(1":::1'1"'1",)f! {Px Joe po(t)dt+ o; Joe \tlp+1 po(t)dt}
=2-1 e+ 8x (:~;;:~e
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where Sz is a constant, not depending on e;> eo. This means that for all
sufficiently large e, say (! > (!z > (!o, the inequality
holds. This proves the first part of the theorem.
If D denotes an arbitrary closed bounded interval of E, f is uniformly
continuous on D. Hence in the above proof'1jz, Pz , Qz, r'1:&' ()z and (!:/;
can be chosen independently of xED, which proves the second part of
the theorem.
4. BEST ESTIMATION OF IUQ(f; x)-f(x)1 BY MEANS OF (Llp(~)
According to a theorem proved in [5J the following theorem holds:
THEOREM 2. If P is a non-negative integer, if fJ E G, f E UCP, (! > eo,
x E E and ~> 0, then:
(6)
where
"'Qk(X)=UQ«t-X)k;X) (k=l, 2, ... ,p),
fl = 2-1 if "'w(x)> 0, fl = - 2-1 if "'w(x)< 0,
and
(8)
For each fJ E G, eache>eo, each x E E and each t5 > °the coefficients cw(x, ~)
and \"'Qk(X)I (k= 1,2, ... , p) in (6) are best pos8ible in the class UCp.
[a] means the integral part of a.
REMARK 1. Using the Bernoulli polynomial Bp+l(t) of order (degree)
p+ 1 [2, p. 19] (8) can be written in the form
(9)
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Because of (7) and (9) ew.(x, 15) can be written as
15p (It-XIP (t-x)P 1 ( (It-XI)cQfI(x, 15) = p! UQ l~ +p.-;;p- + p+ 1 Bp+l -15- +
-BP+l Ct~XI - ['t~XIJ)) ;X)
= p!II
Q
1, {lltIP+P.(-t)P+ p15: 1 (Bp+1C~I) -Bp+IC~1 - [1~IJ))}P(t)dt.
It is to be noticed that this expression is independent of x. Therefore we
shall from 1WW on write cQfI(15) instead of CQ2I(X, 15). Thus the following
theorem holds:
THEOREM 3. If P is a non-negative integer, if f3 E G, f E UO., then for
each e:> eo, each X E R and each 15 > 0 the estimation
holds and is best possible in the class UO". In (10)
- [I~I]))} P(t)dt
with
(12) p.=2-1 if ~(x):>O, p.= -2-1 if ~(x)<O
and
(13)
1 00
IXQk(X)'" I J (-t)kP(t)dt (1c= 1,2, ... , p).
Q -00
REMARK 2. In case p=O the sum I:-l in the right-hand side of (10)
does not come up. Further, IXclo(X»O, so p.=2-1 and (11) then becomes
Hence, because of (3),
1 [Itl]cl!O(15) = 1+ -1 J .... P(t)dt.
Q Itt__4 u
This formula was derived earlier by Sikkema [4].
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5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF cQjI(d)
In this section the asymptotic behaviour of cQjI(d) will be investigated
if d is a properly chosen function of eand e-+ 00. To that end it is assumed
that f3(t) possesses another property in addition to the properties 1.-4.
mentioned in section 2, viz. property 5. describing the behaviour of (3(t)
ift-+O:
5. there exist two constants IX> 0, c> 0 such that
(3(t) = I-et" +ot" (t ~ 0)
and two constants IX' > 0, c' > 0 such that
{3(t)=I-c'ltl'" +o!W' (t to).
This means that several integrals ~oo have to be split up in ;'-00 and .r:
in order to derive its asymptotic behaviour if e -+ 00.
A number of lemmata will facilitate the main investigation.
LEMMA 1. If {3 E G, f3 satisfies property 5. and if 11 >0 then
For a proof the reader is referred to [3].
LEMMA 2. If {3 E G, (3 satisfies property 5. with IX > IX' and if 11:>0 then
lim e(P+1)f" f IWP(t)dt= F((lI+ I)jlX) .
~ -00 IXclp +1l/"
PROOF. This follows easily from lemma 1.
LEMMA 3. If {3 E G, {3 satisfies property 5., if 11> 0, q> I then
PROOF. Let e satisfy the inequalities O<e<c. Then it follows that
there exists an 1]> 0 such that because of property 5.
(3(t) <e-Cc-alt" (O<.t<'1]).
If e be chosen so large that e-at" <1], then
(14)
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I/-al"
0< I tP{3I!(t)dt<
o
(J-at"I tP e-(J(C-all'"dt.
o
The maximum of t' e-,,(C-all'" is attained at
and obviously this exceeds e-q/", for all sufficiently large e, say e;;;. C. Let
0= max (C, T/-",/q). Then the right-hand side of (14) is smaller than
This means that
"-q/,,,
0<. e(·+1l1'" J t"fP(t)dt<.e(l-q)("+1l/'" e-"l-q(C-a) <
o
<e(l-q)(.+1)/'" (e>O).
As e> 1 it follows that
"-q/,,,
(15) e(·+1)/'" J t"fP(t)dt~ 0 (e~ 00).
o
Writing
00 00
J t"fP(t)dt= J r{p(t)dt-
"-qJ,,, 0
lemma 3 follows from lemma 1 and (15).
LEMMA 4. If PEG, P possesses properly 5., if 1'>0, q> 1, r is a positive
integer, e>eo, then
(16) lim n-«q-llt'-y-ll'" oos tY[nq/"'t]rRII(t)dt= F«r+r+ 1)/IX)
t:: t::'" lXe<y+r+ 111'" •
~ ,,-q~
PROOF. Setting for a moment
it follows from
(~ -1)' < [~J <. (~)' (t;;;.L1, r a positive integer)
that
and hence
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Lemma 3 can be applied to each term in the left-hand side and to the
right-hand side. It learns that the 8-th term in the left-hand side is of
order e«q-ll,-y-ll,,,, (8=0, 1, ... , r) and that the right-hand side is of order
e«q-llr-Y-1l/'" if e -+ 00. As q> 1 it follows from this and from lemma 3
that (16) is correct.
In order to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of CQP(<5) , with <5 a
properly chosen function of e, if e -+ 00, it is assumed that (J(t) possesses
property 5. with IX> 0/. From lemma 1 it then follows that cQP(<5), as given
by (11) can be written as (p a non-negative integer, e>eo, x E R)
- [~J))}(JIl(t)dt(I+0(1)) (e-+ oo)
with Jil = S: [JIl(t)dt and, if e is sufficiently large, say e;> el:> eo,
f.l=2-1{Sgn~ S(-t)P[JIl(t)dt} =(-I)P2-1.Jil 0
Consequently,
(17) CQP(<5) = _1 S{t p+ ~(Bp+1(~) -Bp+1(~ - [~J))}'p! r, 0 p + 1 <5 <5 <5
. (JIl(t)dt (1+0(1)) (e-+oo).
(18)
Using lemma 1 (17) takes the form
C (<5)= r«p+l)/IX)c-P/"' e- P '''' (1+0(1))QP p! r(I/IX)
IXC
1/"' e1/"' <5p 00 { (t) (t [tJ)}
+(p+l)!r(I/IX)[ Bp+1 ~ -Bp+1 x: ~ {J(t)dt
(e -+ 00).
As for all non-negative integers 'II and for U E R [2, p. 18]
B.(u) = Jo (;) B._kUk ,
(1+0(1))
where B« (0'=0,1, ... ) denote the Bernoulli numbers, the integral in the
right-hand side of (18) can be written as
(19) r{Bp+1 (~) -Bp+1 (~ - GJ)} (JIl(t)dt
= :~~ (Pt 1) Bp+l-k}: (_l)k-m-l (~) <5-mJtm[~Jk-m (JIl(t)dt.
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From (19) it follows that in its left-hand side h can be replaced by f:'.
Hence (18) takes the form
(20) C (~)~ F«p+I)/cx)C-P/"e-P/" (1+0(1))
Q2l p! F(I/cx)
CXc
1/
.. ell"~P 00 { (t) (t [tJ)}
+ (p-/ 1)1F(I/cx) j B p+1 ~ -B1H-l ~ - ~ P(t)dt (1+0(1»
(e~ oo],
From this a number of theorems can be derived: theorems 4-9.
THEOREM 4. If f3 E G, f3 poeeeseee property 5. with cx>cx', if p> 1 then
lim C (-(11+1)/")= C-111+11/.. F«p+2)/IX)
~ Q2l e (p+I)!F(I/cx)
PROOF. Setting ~=e-(P+t)/" in the right-hand side of (20), using the
right-hand side of (19) and lemma 4, (19) becomes
CXC1/.. e-(p2+P-ll/.. 1>+1 (p +1) 1:-1 .t-m-l (k)
+ (p+I)1 F(I/cx) .t~1 k Bp+l-.t ,.""i;o (-1) m·
. F«k+ I)/cx) e~l:-ll1" (1+ 0(1»
CXc(l:+ll/"
= r«(p+ I)/cx) c-P/"e-P/" (1+0(1))
p! F(I/cx)
+ c-~+tI/"r«(p+2)/cx) f (_I)1I-m(P+I)(I+O(I)) (because p>I)
(p+I)!F(l/cx) ,.-0 m
C-~+l)/" F«(P j- 2)/cx)
= (p+I)!r(I/cx) (1+0(1» (e~=)·
From this theorem 4 follows.
In the next theorem it is again assumed that p> 1, but q satisfying
1<q<p+ 1 need not be an integer.
THEOREM 5. If f3 E G, f3 possesses property 5. with cx>cx', if p> 1 and
q satisfies 1 <q-cp s- 1, then
PROOF. Setting in (20) CJ=e-a/e< (I <q<p+ I), using the right-hand side
of (19) and lemma 4, we get
c (e-a/e<) = r((p+I)/O<)C-op/e<e-op/e< (1+0(1))
(If) p!r(l/o<)
o<c1/e< el1- opal/e< op+l (P+ I) k-l k-m-l r((k+ 1)/0<) (k)
+ (p+I)!r(l/o<) k~l k B p+1-k ,,"2;'0 (-I) o<cIH 1)/e< m'
• elkla-l)-l)/e< (I +0(1))
= r((p + 1)/0<) c-op/e< e-op/e< (I +0(1)) + C-(1'+l)/e< r((p + 2)/0<) .
p!r(l/o<) (p+I)!r(l/o<)
• e- l1'+l-a)/e< (I +0(1))
= C-(1'+l)/e< r((p+2)/0<) e-l1'+l-a)/e< (1+0(1)) (e -+ 00)
(p+I)! r(l/o<)
as q> 1. This proves the theorem.
So far the choice CJ=e-a/'" is considered with q=p+ 1 in theorem 4 and
1<q<p+ 1 in theorem 5. In both theorems it was essential that p » 1.
In the next theorem it is assumed that q= 1 and F> 0 (p integer).
THEOREM 6. If {3 E G, {3 poeeesses properly 5. with 0<>0<', if p is a non-
negative integer, then
(21)
PROOF. Substitution of CJ=e-1/e< in (20) yields
o<c1/'" e-(op-l)/e< co
+ (p+ I)! r(l/o<) -te< {Bp+1(e1/"'t) -Bp+l(e1/"'t - Ee1/"'t])} .
1/
• {JII(t)dt (I +0(1))
= r((p + 1)/0<) c-op/", e-op,,,, (I +0(1))
p! r(l/o<)
o<c1/'" e-(op-l)/", co
+ (p+I)! r(l/o<) -.L {Bp+l(el/"'t)-Bp+l(el/"'t-Eel/"'t])}.
1/
. e-l/Ct'S dt(1 +0(1))
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= F«p+ l)!tX) C-f1/o< e-f1/o< (1 +0(1»
p! F(l{tX)
+ (p~l~~ r;;~/tX) r{Bp+1(U1/0< )-Bp+1(u l /O< - [ul /lt])} •
• U(l/o<)-l e--eu du(l +0(1»
(by substitution etO<=u). From this theorem 6 follows.
COROLLARY. In case p=O (21) reduces to
ClIo< 00
lim cvo(e-l/o<) = 1+-- S [Ul/"]U(l/o<l-l e--eu duo
Q-.o<l F(l/tX) 1
This formula was derived earlier by Sikkema [4].
COROLLARY TO THEOREMS 4 AND 6. If PEG, P possesses property 5.
with tX>tX', if p= 1 then
and
If not tX>tX' but «">«, and in case tX=tX', Ci'C' similar theorems can
be derived. In case tX = «", C= c' a deeper analysis is necessary, compo [3].
Of this latter case a special one is that where there exists a neighbourhood
of t = 0 in which P(t) is even. Such a neighbourhood certainly exists if
P(t) is even on the whole of R.
6. P(t) IS EVEN IN A NEIGHBOURHOOD OF t = 0
In this section it is assumed that there exists a neighbourhood of t = 0
in which P(t) is even and possesses property 5. Then in that property
tX =tX', c=c' and as
(22) COs t" -~dt= F((v+1)/tX)
o e tX(ce)('+1110< •
it is clear that
(23) c (l5) = _1 j {vt p + .r: (Bp +1 (~) -Bp+1 (~ - [~J)} .
w p ! JII 0 P + 1 l5 l5 15
• e-fICC'" dt(l +0(1» (e -+ (0).
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where
00
Jfl= S(3fl(t)dt and ,,= 1 if p is even, ,,= 2-1 if p is odd.
o
Then, in view of (22), if q> I,
From this result and an analysis like that in section 5 theorems 7 and 8
follow.
THEOREM 7. If fJ E G, fJ possesses property 5. ani}, if fJ is even in a
neighbourhood of t = 0, if p:>1 then
(24) r((p + 2)/1X)
r(I/IX)
If »> 1 ani}, 1<q<p then
(25)
(26)
THEOREM 8. If fJ E G, fJ possesses property 5. ani}, if fJ is even in a
neighbourhood of t=0, if p> 0, then
lim r/'''c (e- 1/.. ) = "c-p / .. r((p+I)/IX) +
(l-+OO flP pI r(I/IX)
In (26)
(27) ,,= 1 if p even, ,,= 2-1 if p odd,
OOROLLARY TO THEOREM 8. If P = °(26) reduces to
(28)
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If p= 1 (26) yields
(29) lim el/"'c (e-l/"') = 2-1c-I/'" F(2/ex) + Cl/'" j ([ul/"'](2ul/"'+
l/-OOO 211 F(I/ex) 2 F(I/ex) 1
- [Ul /"'] -1 )}U{l/"'l-l e-DU duo
Another theorem concerning the special case of (3(t) being even not
only in a neighbourhood of t = °but on the whole of R is
THEOREM 9. II {3 E G, {3 possesses property 5. and, (3 is even on R, il
IE U01 and, I is not linear, then, lor all e>eo, all x ER and, all 6>°
sup IU,,(f; x)-f(x)1 =C"l(<5).
Ul £01(<5)
PROOF. This relation follows immediately from theorem 3 and the fact
that under the conditions concerning (3 ~l(X) = 0 for all x E R and all e;;;;. eo.
Combination of the first assertion of theorem 7 and theorem 9 yields
THEOREM 10. II {3 E G, {3 possesses property 5. and, (3 is even on R, if
f E U01 and, f is not linear, then, lor all x E R
lim sup IU,,(f; x)-/(x)! _ 2-1c-2/'" F(3/ex)
l/-OOO (tl W1(e-2/"') - F(I/ex)'
7. APPLICATION
The Picard operators P" [1] are a special case of the above operators U",
viz. with (3(t) = e- 1t l • Obviously, {3 possesses property 5. with ex = ex' =
=c=c' = 1 and (3 is even on the whole of R. eo may be chosen arbitrarily
positive and I" = 2e-1. The Picard operators therefore are defined by
P,,(f; x)= ~ j f(x-t)e-,,'t'dt (f E UOP; p;;;;.o, e>O).
-00
In case p = 1 (11) yields if <5 >°
(30) C"l(<5) = ~rte-1t1dt+ ~r{B2(~) -B2(~ - [~J)}e-" dt
= ~(!+ ~~1)
from which it follows with 6= e-1
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in accordance with (29). Moreover it follows from (30) with <5=e-2 that
1
C(l1(e-2) = 1+ 2e + o(e-1) (e~ 00)
and thus
lim C(ll(e-2) = 1,
(>-+CO
in accordance with (24).
If p = 2 then 'JI= 1 and (ll) yields
(31) C(l2(<5)= ~7t2e-(lldt+ e~2 ! {B3(~) -B3(~- GJ)} e-(lldt
= 2. + e<52 j [~J{3~ - 3 ~ [~J + [~J2 -3 ~ + ~ [~J +t }e-(ll dt
e2 6" <5 <52 <5<5 ~ ~ 2<5
1
Consequently,
e2C(l2(e-1) = (e-l)-l,
in accordance with (26) and
1
C (1l-3) - ~ 1 (Il~ 00)(l2,," - e2(e" 2_ 1) <::
which is in accordance with (24). Moreover, if 1<q<2, it follows from
(31) with <5=e-q that
1
C(l2(e-f,l) = e2(e"1 (/ -1)
which leads to
lim e3-f,l C(l2(e-a)= 1,(l-+OO
in accordance with (25).
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